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Series Complete! Tonight, my virginity goes to the highest bidder… This obviously isn’t the fun,

romantic first time I’ve always imagined, but it’s the only way to raise the money to save my

sister from her abusive ex.The best I can hope for is that my buyer won’t be a creep.And that

he won’t hurt me. But I’ll confess, by the time the auction is over, this lifelong book nerd is

shaking in her high heels and itchy lace corset.And then I meet him. Sterling.He’s gorgeous,

loaded, and, as I soon come to realize, highly accomplished in the field of delivering multiple

Os. But what did he mean when he said he can’t remember the last time his hands were

clean? And why does his sleepy country estate need a man with a gun guarding the entrance?

Most importantly, am I going to be his guest here…or his prisoner?Warning: Sold to Sterling is

the first installment in a three-book serial romance. It’s a dark, dirty, boundary pushing

romance that ends in a cliffhanger.

What Ebook Tops readers are saying about The Locked Door..."All I can say is WOW! I have

never read anything from this author, but this book I could not put down. There were times I felt

I couldn't even breathe!""I read this in one sitting and was so engrossed that when we had a

power failure, I continued reading using a torch.""I stayed up half the night to finish it and was

particularly delighted by that final twist!""I *devoured* this book in less than a day!""The Locked

Door is another nail biter that doesn't stop from page one to the very last sentence.""Another

great page turner! I read the whole thing on the exercise bike and couldn't put it down. A must-

read!""It is a thriller that you won't be able to put down, with an ending that is truly

shocking.""This story is so well written and draws you in from the first page with shocking

twists you will not see coming!""What a thriller!! My heart rate skyrocketed reading this!"
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About the BookTonight, my virginity goes to the highest bidder…This obviously isn’t the fun,

romantic first time I’ve always imagined, but it’s the only way to raise the money to save my

sister from her abusive ex.The best I can hope for is that my buyer won’t be a creep.And that

he won’t hurt me.But I’ll confess, by the time the auction is over, this lifelong book nerd is

shaking in her high heels and itchy lace corset.And then I meet him. Sterling.He’s gorgeous,

loaded, and, as I soon come to realize, highly accomplished in the field of delivering multiple

Os.But what did he mean when he said he can’t remember the last time his hands were clean?

And why does his sleepy country estate need a man with a gun guarding the entrance?Most

importantly, am I going to be his guest here…or his prisoner?Warning: Sold to Sterling is the

first installment in a three-book serial romance. It’s a dark, dirty, boundary pushing romance

that ends in a cliffhanger.
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Chapter OneTrudyI can almost always find something to laugh at. It’s my special gift—less

glamorous than being able to sing or dance, but more useful than a photographic memory.Who

wants to remember everything?Not me. I want happiness, laughter, and good times with the

people I love.But right now, standing in front of a full-length mirror in one of the Persephone’s

Closet dressing rooms, holding the gaze of the scantily dressed, heavily lipsticked woman in

the reflection, I’m so terrified that absolutely nothing is funny.Not one flipping thing.I don’t know

about that. I adjust the straps of my black bra, mind blown by the depths of my new cleavage.

Small animals could get lost in there and never be found… The fact that you look like a D cup

in this bra is pretty funny.Of course, the man who takes me home tonight probably won’t be

amused by the fact that I’m barely a B under all this padding, or that my right breast sits a little

higher than my left because absolute symmetry isn’t as common in nature as scientists would

have you believe.And because I’m just a normal person, not a model or an actress or one of

those women who believe in blowing tens of thousands of dollars fixing “problems” that are

purely cosmetic and might actually be considered cute by someone who loves them.Gale, my

university sweetheart, thought my slightly lopsided boobs were adorable. He named one Perky

and one Droopy and when he was drunk, he would make them talk to each other and we

would laugh until we made ourselves sick.But my auction starts at three hundred thousand

dollars. I don’t have much experience with billionaires who prefer to pay for company in the

bedroom—any experience, in fact—but I assume symmetry is something that’s taken for

granted in that price range.Unless all these men truly care about is my intact hymen.My breath

rushes out in something close to a laugh. Hymen. What a totally weird word that is when you

think about it…But that’s why I’m here—my ancient, yet miraculously intact, hymen, the

presence of which was verified forty-five minutes ago by a physician.Persephone’s Closet has

a reputation to uphold, after all, and they wouldn’t put a twenty-five-year-old virgin up for sale

unless her never-been-sexed state had been verified by a licensed professional.I could tell

Sarah, the woman who will be overseeing my auction, was surprised by the thumbs up from

the doc. No matter how many times I assured her that I’ve never made “special friends” with a

penis, she remained skeptical.Not that I can really blame her.It’s rare these days for a woman

to make it to the doddering old age of five and twenty without sealing the deal. It’s even more

rare for women who aren’t particularly religious, unattractive, or uptight about their bodies.God

and I agreed to disagree about the way he conducts business shortly after my mother’s death, I

don’t have a shy bone in my body—at least not under normal circumstances, when I’m not

wearing skimpy lingerie or preparing to prance around half naked in front of strangers—and I’m

perfectly pleasant to look at.I’m not beautiful like my sister, but I’m passably pretty, as long as

you don’t mind red hair that refuses to do anything but coil in wild corkscrews, pale green eyes

set a little too far apart, and the aforementioned asymmetrical breasts.I have nice skin—clear,

healthy, and mostly freckle free, thanks to my sister’s diligent work with sunscreen when we

were kids—long, graceful arms, and a booty-li-cious backside my best friend, Erica, assures

me is my secret man-catching weapon. It’s also the reason she refuses to let me out of the

house when we have happy hour plans in anything but skintight jeans.And usually, I also have

a warm, friendly smile.I try to convince my lips to curve now, but it isn’t happening. The girl in

the mirror’s mouth only trembles slightly before resettling into the same tight, red line.Sarah

insisted on red lipstick, even though I assured her it would end up all over my teeth. I’m not

good with lipstick, or makeup, or walking around in lingerie and high heels without looking like

an idiot.And I really suck at going to bed with strangers.Too bad, baby. In a few hours, you’re

going to be in bed with a stranger.Naked with a stranger.With a stranger’s hands unhooking

your bra, and a stranger’s tongue in your mouth, and a stranger’s—“Not going there,” I mumble,



my breath coming faster as adrenaline dumps into my bloodstream. My eyes squeeze shut and

another wave of Holy shit, what are you doing, Trudy? What the hell are you doing? washes

through me, making me shiver hard enough to set my teeth to chattering.I’m doing what I have

to do. That’s what the hell I’m doing.I’m giving my sister a chance to get better, and Millicent’s

child a shot at being born healthy, whole, and not addicted to drugs. Millicent and her baby

deserve that chance, and I’m willing to do whatever it takes to pay for rehab far from Millie’s evil

ex and his steady supply of opiates.Not whatever it takes. You could have embezzled the

money from the foundation.No, I couldn’t have embezzled from the foundation. Notes of Hope

is the best thing I’ve done with my life so far. I’m not about to steal from a bunch of kids on a

waiting list for hearing loss surgery, not even for my sister.Then you could have gone back to

Connor and begged for it. He might have changed his mind if you groveled a little.Or a lot…I

sigh. Most people appreciate a sunny disposition.And then there are people like my

stepbrother, Connor, who hates kittens, ice cream cones, and flowers in springtime, and who

has never heard me laugh without rolling his eyes about it at least once—and I’m allegedly one

of his “favorite people.” But his attitude with me clearly isn’t personal. Connor only smiles when

he’s watching someone make a fool of themselves or anticipating a crushing victory over his

enemies—of which he has many.We get along well most of the time, but I wouldn’t beg him for

a drink of water if I were lost in the desert. I value my pride too much for that. I don’t beg, I don’t

whine, and I will never give my stepbrother the satisfaction of thinking he’s the only person who

can solve my problems.I will solve my own problems, and Millie’s, because I refuse to give up

on my sister. Love doesn’t give up. Love doesn’t stop when the going gets tough; it digs in and

fights harder. Love does what needs to be done.No matter what the cost.“You ready, doll?”

Sarah’s sleek black bob swings around her chin as she pops her head through the door to the

dressing room. “The clients are getting settled, and I’d like to open bidding in ten minutes.”I

draw in a long, slow breath, pressing a hand to my bare stomach, where an unsteady pulse

throbs below my navel. “Ready.”“You remember the drill, right?” Sarah’s shrewd brown eyes

sweep up and down my frame, from my fluffed and sprayed hair to my wobbly ankles. She’s

clearly not convinced her latest trembling virgin has her shit together. “When the green light

beside the door flicks on, enter slowly. Take your time walking around the room, give them a

chance to get a good look before you—”“Sit down and await further instructions,” I finish for her,

forcing a smile as I lift one thumb into the air. “Don’t worry. I won’t let you down.”She nods.

“Great. And just remember, if you’re asked to do anything else—to remove your bra or panties

or indulge any unexpected requests—that means you’ve got a confirmed bid of at least three

hundred thousand. Money headed to the bank. I won’t let them take advantage of you. If they

want a preview, they’re not getting it for free.”I nod, running my tongue nervously over my

bottom lip only to remember I’m wearing lipstick and abort the mission, leaving my suddenly

dry lips feeling parched and stiff.I’m tempted to ask what sort of “unexpected requests” she’s

talking about, but I keep my mouth shut and nod as she wishes me luck and disappears into

the hall outside.It doesn’t matter what these men ask me to do. Whatever it is, I’ll do it, and by

tomorrow morning I’ll have the money I need to take care of the people I love.And I’ll no longer

be a virgin.That’s probably a good thing. I’ll finally be free of all those teenage dreams about

the perfect first time with a man who is as kind and caring as he is drop-dead sexy. I’ll be able

to stop fantasizing about what would have happened if I’d stayed with Brandon that night at the

lake, let Gale get past third base, or had the guts to go home with my mystery man from the

museum and let him “take care of me” the way he wanted.Maybe he wouldn’t have eaten me

alive and left nothing but bones and scraps of black sheath dress behind.He was a scary, yes,

but he was also the most magnetic person I’ve ever laid eyes on. Not simply breathlessly good-



looking but charged. Electric.Against my better judgment, my mind goes back to that night…

Chapter TwoTrudyThree months earlier…It’s opening night for the new exhibit at the Museum

of Modern Art, but for once the patrons are proving more compelling than the pieces.One

patron in particular…“Claustrophobic, isn’t it?” the man beside me asks, his gaze fixed on the

twisted hunk of scrap metal hanging from the ceiling. A thick rope dangles from the bottom to

coil in a battered claw-foot tub beneath it.For a moment I can’t believe he’s talking to me—with

his glossy brown hair, custom fit suit, and profile straight out of a designer clothing ad, he’s so

insanely good-looking I was beginning to suspect he was one of the exhibits—but there’s no

one else close by so….“Yes,” I agree. My voice is a little breathy, but not too bad, considering

I’m not in the habit of talking to strangers outside of fundraising phone calls for my foundation.

“Like a metal balloon that will drag you down to the deepest, darkest part of the ocean if you

dare to touch that rope.”His lips curve and he’s instantly at least ten times more attractive—be

still my heart. “You could let go and swim to the surface.”I shake my head. “No, you can’t. Those

are the rules of the metal balloon. Once you take hold, you can never let go.”“Ah,” he says. “So,

you’re one of those.”“One of what?”“A storyteller.”I shrug as I shift closer, making room for an

older couple with matching canes to consider the piece. “Maybe,” I say. “Not professionally, but

art has always told me stories. It’s one of the reasons I love it so much.”He considers me more

closely, the intensity in his clear blue eyes making my heart flutter. “Would you be interested in

seeing my favorite exhibit?” he asks in a voice like honey drizzled across my tongue, making

me imagine I could listen to him read an instruction manual and be captivated for hours. “It’s

claustrophobic, as well.”“Well, I am fond of oppressive, suffocating pieces,” I say, rather proud

of how well the flirting is going. I’m so out of practice I was afraid I’d forgotten how to do it. I nod

toward the elevators. “That way, I’m guessing?”“Yes.” He smiles again. “Basement level.”I hum

beneath my breath as I follow him to the elevator bank. “I think I know which piece you’re

talking about, but don’t tell me. I want to wait and see if I’ve guessed correctly.”
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LAS, “Short, hot, and interesting start to the trilogy. This is a short, steamy novella in a dark

romance trilogy by a trusted author that specializes in dark romance. Trudy and Sterling's

adventure is just beginning, and I can't wait to see how it ends. What started based on

deception and revenge is sure to end with a happily-ever-after EVENTUALLY, but there are so

many twists and turns along the way.This ends on cliffhanger, to be continued in the next

installment, Serving Sterling, and then concluded in Saving Sterling.The audio, narrated by CJ

Mission and Lili Valente, really brings the story to life. Lili really captures Trudy's innocence and

uncertainty in this book. CJ has already shown us that Sterling has a bigger heart than the

thinks he has. I can't wait to hear more.”

Ap2514, “Oh My!!!. Trudy Potter will do anything she can to raise enough money to help her

sister and that includes selling her virginity to the highest bidder. But what she doesn't know is

that Sterling is the only bidder and he has plans for her beyond claiming her virginity. Trudy

Potter is his ticket to revenge and once she's bought and paid for she'll have no choice but to

do his bidding.This is the first book in a new dark billionaire romance.”

Keema Osborne, “sold to Sterling. Wow, I can’t help but feel that this dark and twisted story will

get more interesting as it goes along. I must say that Trudy and Sterling characters do have

away of pulling you into their lives as the story progresses. I do love that Trudy is sharp and

has a good head to pick up on her surroundings. I must say that revenge Sterling has for her

Step-brother is very interesting. I can’t wait to see how this love affair continues.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I really hate short stories!. I don't see it as a build up to the rest of it.

More like laziness and greed. It's why I don't do Kindle Vella or the other "chapter at a time"

apps.  The story is very good and well written. Might continue it.”

Tami Talbert, “Scorching hot and sexy start to this series!. Sold to Sterling is book 1 of the

newest hot and steamy series from Everly Stone, and I simply couldn't put it down as is always

the case with her stories.Truly has been put in a position that leaves her with no other option

than to sell her virginity in hopes of saving her sister and her unborn child. But when she

discovers that the man who has purchased that right is the mysterious and intriguing man who

gave her the most unexpected moment of pleasure she has ever experienced, Truly is intrigued

and confused by what he makes her feel. Though Sterling is at times captivated by Truly as

well, he refuses to let that deter him from the unspoken revenge he seeks. Despite knowing

that it will leave her broken, he refuses to let anything keep him from vengeance he must

have.Sold to Sterling is intriguing and completely captivating and will leave you longing for

book 2, and the continuation of this intensely erotic and suspenseful romance.”

The book by Everly Stone has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 109 people have provided feedback.
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